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1.  MICRO-ADVENTURES

What are Micro-adventures? They’re those short, local (usually cheap) getaways – like 

hopping on a train to Bath with your bike and pedalling along the train route to Bristol.  

Just as challenging and rewarding as longer getaways; but you have your adventure, 

then you’re home by tea time. 

Long weekends and short sight-seeing trips are also rising. Interest in bike tours 

themselves have jumped 142% since last year, they’re a satisfying, efficient and practical 

way to see the world. We’ve seen a huge jump (+92%) in the last five years of people 

talking about them in the media, on social and on review sites like TripAdvisor:

Source: Brandwatch

3 key cycling trends for 2020 

https://www.nationalgeographic.co.uk/travel/2019/08/future-adventure-travel-four-trends-watch-2020
https://newsroom.pinterest.com/en/post/travel-report-2018


THE OPPORTUNITY FOR BRANDS

Consider Pinterest as a channel. Balance discovery and 

wanderlust with sustainability, inspire with routes, destinations 

and experiences (particularly food and drink), reveal hidden gems, 

celebrate local

Turns out fitness and sight-seeing are a dream team. It can take many 

forms too; booking a slot on an organised trail, hiring a bike for a day and 

touring local attractions or “destination-cycling”. 

The rise in the popularity of ebikes, particularly in Europe, is also making 

this type of holiday even more appealing. You can go further and longer (all 

while sweating less). 

The consumers taking these holidays are conscientious and adventurous 

in equal measure (despite these types of trips often working out cheaper, 

make no mistake, this group have spending power). 

As well as a taste for meaningful, unique experiences off the beaten 

track, they’re also keen to minimise the carbon footprint associated 

with such travel. This may not extend to avoiding planes altogether, but 

instead means thinking local, taking only photos, leaving only tracks and 

immersing in nature.

https://www.theguardian.com/travel/2019/jun/09/ebike-electric-bike-cycling-the-alps-switzerland-verbier-festival


2.  UNBEARABLY WHITE CYCLING MUST WAKE UP  
TO DIVERSITY

Cycling as a sport – and a hobby – needs an image overhaul. It’s widely reported that not 

enough women are in the saddle yet, although plenty of studies, initiative and pledges 

have been launched to change that. This effort needs extending to ethnicity, ability, class 

and age. 

In addition only 7% of London’s cyclists are from BAME groups. The sense of belonging 

and community that cycling is loved for is, ironically, not being perceived as accessible 

due to a lack of representation at every level, from elite sport to cycling clubs. 

In 2018, we even heard cycling is replacing golf as the new backdrop for business 

networking: great for the sport, but without inclusivity baked in, we could be in danger of 

replacing one boys’ club for another lycra-clad one. 

There are groups like Cycle Sisters who do great work encouraging Muslim women to 

take up the hobby, and Diversity in Cycling publishing in depth research and a call to 

arms but despite this, more needs to happen. 

A quick Google Image search, or a browse of top cycling brands’ websites lays bare the 

unbearable whiteness of cycling. BAME people and those with disabilities are woefully 

underrepresented. Brands and the industry now need to recognise diversity and inclusion 

is a business imperative.

THE OPPORTUNITY FOR BRANDS

Celebrate diversity in an authentic way. Shine a light on underrepresented 

communities. Tell more than one story. Support, sponsor or partner with 

grassroots and niche projects with purpose. 

https://www.britishcycling.org.uk/zuvvi/media/bc_files/membership/Diversity_In_Cycling_24619.pdf
https://www.economist.com/prospero/2013/04/26/cycling-is-the-new-golf
https://www.amaliah.com/post/56499/cycle-sisters-muslim-women-empowered-through-cycling-sarah-javaid
http://theconversation.com/the-unbearable-whiteness-of-cycling-76256


Source: Google Trends

3.  POWERED MOBILITY: THE EBIKE’S TIME  
TO SHINE

Bikes are an integral part of our commuting future, especially as congestion 

and sustainability concerns are forcing our journeys to become more 

considered. We’ll only step out of our cars for something cool, cheap, safe 

and/or green (why yes, we are easily pleased): as ebikes, scooters and 

hybrids like this kick starter project Karmic Osla are increasingly looking like 

great alternatives. 

We’ve seen demand for electric bikes is certainly growing, the media 

talking about them, as well as acutely felt contributing factors like 

congestion and climate change has translated in actual demand, or at least 

curiosity: Google Trends data of 2019 shows near-parity in the number of 

searches for “road bikes” and “electric bikes” for the first time: the tide is 

turning. 

GOOGLE TRENDS: ROAD BIKES VS.  ELECTRIC BIKES OVER THE PAST 5 YEARS

https://trends.google.co.uk/trends/explore?date=today%205-y&geo=GB&q=electric%20bikes,road%20bikes
https://ebiketips.road.cc/content/news/is-the-karmic-oslo-an-e-bike-that-looks-like-a-scooter-the-future-of-micromobility-2017


Now seems to be the time for ebike sellers to gain a foot hold on growing 

demand, with the global market expected to reach more than $24bn by 

2025 and 14% of bike owners wanting to buy an ebike in the next year. 

Searches have grown 156% over the past five years and industry experts 

say it’s high time the UK caught up with Europe. 

THE OPPORTUNITY FOR BRANDS

Act now to build your online presence and authority in 

the SERPs for electric bikes, anchor storytelling around 

sustainability, understand the conscious consumer.

https://www.lightspeedhq.co.uk/blog/3-big-trends-influencing-cycling-industry/
https://www.lightspeedhq.co.uk/blog/3-big-trends-influencing-cycling-industry/
https://www.mintel.com/press-centre/leisure/on-your-e-bike-14-of-uk-cyclists-intend-to-buy-an-e-bike-in-the-next-year
https://www.bikebiz.com/propelling-the-business-of-e-bike-mobility/


THE AUDIENCE 
OPPORTUNITY: 

women

‘Don’t boast of your long rides, cultivate a “bike face”, refuse assistance up 

a hill or appear to be up on “record smashing” (that is sporty)’ – this was 

the advice for female cyclists of 1985. 

We are thrilled that female cyclists of today are gleefully ignoring this 

advice and are doing all of these things. 

For cycling brands considering their audience segmentation, the old  

trope of MAMILs (middle aged men in lycra) still reigns supreme and 

evolves for 2020 into the ultra-niche and fashion-forward. They have 

spending power, they take PBs seriously and if you’re friends with any, 

you’ll know they proudly spam you with their latest ride stats… 

But what about MAWILs? They’re just as good at all of those things. And… 

are brands missing a trick by firstly not connecting more with the female 

audience, and secondly thinking about segmentation beyond that persona 

group?

Meet three of our favourite pen portraits for inspiration…

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-leicestershire-41737483
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/health-fitness/body/rise-fashion-mamil-meet-men-spend-8k-cycling-gear/


LOTTIE:  GEN Z

She’s very social, compassionate, loves colour and chases experiences. Interested in social issues and politics, including 

the environment and climate change, which influence decisions like going plastic free, notices and appreciates initiatives 

and improvements, calling brands out on shameful behaviour. 

She gets a bike for cost-saving and utility… and keeps riding it for the fun. Will go for rides with friends, posting pictures of 

her routes and views with peace signs.

On social she posts regularly, her feed a stream of consciousness, but mainly follows friends and peers, as well as 

YouTube stars and influencers (i.e. not brands).

Her in a hashtag: #bikebitches

Driven by sustainability, freedom and play.

STEPH: ATHLETE

Bike comes everywhere, including holidays: chasing the highs, the views and the sunsets.

Sporty, tough, has a positive mindset, taken plenty of knocks cycling, but that’s all part of the fun. It can be social, but 

equally happy to fly solo on rides, runs and hikes. As an introvert, sometimes a lone bike ride is the best way to recharge. 

Friends think she’s “bonkers” and curse her furnace-like metabolism.

Tracks her routes with Strava or Garmin, loves exploring new routes, and that ‘flow state’ she can achieve out on the road. 

Follows accounts like Sport England, famous cyclists, Strava, MyFitnessPal, cycling brands like Evans and Cycling UK, 

Sundried, plus healthy brands like Hello Fresh, Park Run and bloggers like Run Mummy Run.

Her in a hashtag: #ridelikeagirl

Driven by fitness, endorphins and cake.

“Cycling really fast downhill might 

be my new favourite thing.”

“A nice 35km after work ride 

always clears my head.”



SPOTLIGHT ON MEGAN: 
PROFESSIONAL

Likely to work in science, academia, healthcare 

(e.g. physio or OT, post-grad, Doctor, dietician) 

or in post-grad study.

Affluent, intelligent, mindful, progressive. 

Concerned with equality, politics, the 

environment, sustainability, innovation, 

community.

Give to charities, signs climate petitions, happy 

to lead the charge and the conversation. Mini-

activist and optimistic – whether for health, 

the environment, the community or progress 

in general, her glass is half-full… although 

sometimes impatient and frustrated that 

progress isn’t quicker, for example, are we still 

talking about a lack of female representation in 

STEM, business… in general?! 

She’s on Twitter and Instagram, using them 

for both her work and personal life. She’s 

THE OPPORTUNITY FOR BRANDS

Show them they don’t have to sacrifice femininity to cycle, build a presence on Instagram, go 

beyond utilitarian, don’t patronise or treat them as a homogeneous group of MAWILs, connect 

beyond fitness with lifestyle, sustainability, technology and play

engaged, but on a local level, doesn’t follow 

many brands, media outlets or publications. 

Follows lots of community projects, local 

hospitals, charities and research functions. She 

is regularly active and participates, and will 

share and comment on content that interests 

her. If she’s unsure about something, she’ll 

crowd source opinion and recommendations 

from those she trusts; her Twitter community.

Dry and cutting sense of humour with a playful 

edge, conversation and debate is healthy and 

encouraged.

Her ‘celebrities’ are more likely to be people 

studying their fields, or ones that specialise in 

their interests.

Her in a hashtag: #whoneedscars

Driven by sustainability, logic and wellbeing.

“I want an ebike that’s stylish so I can ride in 

a dress… not too much to ask is it?” 



THE SEO 
OPPORTUNITY: 

ebikes - a 
tour, not a 
sprint

There’s money being thrown at keywords and phrases such as “folding 

ebikes”, “best ebikes”, “ebikes” and “full suspension ebikes” by way of 

Google Shopping carousels and AdWords. 

Despite this, the organic results suggest the market is in its infancy, ripe 

for proactive players to consolidate a leadership position.  

So what do people see when they do one of the 103,130 monthly searches 

for “ebikes” and related keywords? We analysed the results pages for the 

top 500 keywords, and these were the following features were the most 

prominent:



The search engine results pages for “road bikes” is a well-honed, mature 

marketplace: a very different picture for ebikes, where there don’t seem to 

be many dominant players yet. 

It seems in its infancy, evidenced by the high proportion of editorial, 

review and opinion pieces (as opposed to ecommerce sites). Nearly 50% 

of the results for the top 500 search queries include Top Stories – i.e. 

media publications and information-based websites. So help, advice and 

commentary are currently considered the best results for these searches: 

think reviews, news articles and blogs. 

No clear market leaders are emerging, and it seems to be serving the 

search need of information-seeking rather than purchasing currently. 

This also gives brands the opportunity to create their own suite of Help 

content, to be the guiding hand for people teetering on the edge of 

decision; as that’s also likely to rank. 

Organic search prominence should still be a focus for any brand seeking to 

a) reduce reliance on PPC spend and b) establish authority, relevance and 

trust in this market.

THE OPPORTUNITY FOR BRANDS

Create informed content optimised for search, help people 

through the purchase journey, ramp up your Digital PR storytelling 

to build up your site authority to appear in publications ranking 

as top stories, secure your place in reviews, ‘best of’ and ‘new’ 

listicles.


